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The quasi-steady ansatzThe quasi steady ansatz

 It is assumed that a given set of environmental conditions uniquely 
d t i th t f d f fi ll th fi b h idetermine the rate of spread of a fire, as well as other fire behaviour 
characteristics.

 Environmental conditions typically include: fuel load, structure and 
moisture content; air temperature and relative humidity; wind speed 
and direction; and topographic slopeand direction; and topographic slope.

 Problems with the ansatz include:
o It does not allow for any dynamic fire behaviour effects!
o It provides a framework for investigation which can prompt 

i ti t t i k i t h th tinvestigators to invoke spurious causes to phenomena that 
violate the quasi-steady ansatz…



Quasi-steady fire spread modellingQuasi steady fire spread modelling

For example, the McArthur forest fire danger rating system:

 wHTDFRw 0234.00345.00338.0exp00153.0 987.0 

F is Fuel Weight (tonnes ha-1)
D is Drought Factor (antecedent rainfall conditions)
T is Temperature (dry-bulb, °C)
H is Relative Humidity (%)
w is Wind Speed (average at height of 10m km h-1)w is Wind Speed (average at height of 10m, km h 1)

This gives the rate of spread of the fire, but inThis gives the rate of spread of the fire, but in
which direction will it spread? 



Quasi-steady fire spread modellingQuasi steady fire spread modelling
Consider a head-fire being blown directly upslope. In this case the fire 

will spread in the direction of the wind and slope at a speedwill spread in the direction of the wind and slope at a speed 
determined  as:

McArthur system (Australia):McArthur system (Australia):

)069.0exp(),( sws RwR   Multiplicative

Rothermel system (U.S.):

)1(),( 0 sws RwR   Additive

where                                  and ss A  2tan B
w Cw



Combining the effects of wind and slopeCombining the effects of wind and slope
 But what if there is wind and slope present and they do not align?

Direction of fire 
Direction of slope 

effect
spread???

Direction of wind 
effect



Combining the effects of wind and slopeCombining the effects of wind and slope

Geometric conventions:

Terrain elevation is described by the surface ),( yxh

The topographic gradient is          and the topographic slope is given byh

hs tan

The effective topographic slope angle       in the direction of the wind-
induced rate of spread vector         is given bywR



wh R̂tan 



Terrain-following coordinatesTerrain following coordinates
In these coordinates the unit vector 
in the direction of the wind inducedin the direction of the wind-induced 
rate of spread vector is

utR ˆ)cos(ˆ)sin(ˆ   utR )cos()sin( awaww  
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Combining the effects of wind and slopeCombining the effects of wind and slope

The McArthur system.

Two options come to mind:

1. Scalar method: Use the standard slope correction formula with 
the slope angle replaced by the slope angle sensed in the 
direction that the wind is blowing.g

2. Vector method: Vectorially decompose the wind-induced rate of 
spread vector into upslope and transverse components. Correctspread vector into upslope and transverse components. Correct 
the upslope component for the effect of slope and then add the 
corrected upslope component to the transverse component



Combining the effects of wind and slopeCombining the effects of wind and slope

The McArthur system.

1. Scalar method:

)))((tt0690()( 1 RR

Note that the direction of spread is still in the direction of the 

)))cos((tantan069.0exp(),( 1
awswsw   RR

p
wind. Only the magnitude has been corrected.

e.g. FIRESCAPE

2. Vector method:

 tR ˆ)()0690(ˆ)i ()( R  utR ˆ)cos()069.0exp()sin(),( awsawws Rw  



Differences in scalar and vector methodsDifferences in scalar and vector methods
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Combining the effects of wind and slopeCombining the effects of wind and slope

The Rothermel system.

1. Scalar method:

Note that the Rothermel method is a “whole of perimeter”Note that the Rothermel method is a whole of perimeter  
method, so we consider the part of the fire perimeter travelling in 
the direction

θ ˆˆiˆ 

Now simply replace wind and slope in the      and      by their 

utθ ˆcossin  

w sp y p p y
components in the direction of    ; that is:

h

w

θ̂

2)ˆ()( θhA))()(1()(  RR  where 
B

w C )ˆ()( θw 

)()( θ hAs ))()(1()( 0  wsRR 



Combining the effects of wind and slopeCombining the effects of wind and slope

The Rothermel system.

2. Vector method:

The vector points in theutR ˆ)cos(ˆ)sin(ˆ  The vector                                                          points in the 
direction of the wind and so can be modified by      directly.

The part of the vector is not affected by slope and

w
utR )cos()sin( awaww  

t̂)sin( The                        part of the vector is not affected by slope and 
so we only need to modify the                        part by    .

Th lt t t hi h d ib th bi d ff t f

sû)cos( aw  
t)sin( aw  

The resultant vector, which describes the combined effects of 
wind and slope is 

 uwtwU ˆtan)cos(ˆ)sin( 2BB ACC    uwtwU tan)cos()sin( 2
sawawws ACC  



Combining the effects of wind and slopeCombining the effects of wind and slope

The Rothermel system.

2. Vector method:

The length of could be used in the Rothermel model in placeUThe length of        could be used in the Rothermel model in place 
of the term             to give the magnitude of the rate of spread; 
that is,

sw  
wsU

 RwR U1)( 

With the direction of spread given by the direction of

 wss RwR U 1),( 0

wsU

e.g. FARSITE 



Combining the effects of wind and slope
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A general framework for combining the effects 
fof wind and slope…
Scalar methods for combining wind and slope effects fall into one ofScalar methods for combining wind and slope effects fall into one of 

two classes: multiplicative and additive.

Multiplicative methods multiply the wind-induced rate of spread by a 
scalar slope correction factor:

RR )()( 

Multiplicative scalar methods give rise to vector methods of the form

wawss RwR ),,(),(  

ws asa
BSBw RR  ),(

where...



A general framework for combining the effects 
fof wind and slope…
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Change of basis matrix:
Changes from cardinal (x,y) coordinates to 
terrain-following coordinates (t,u)

Slope-correction matrix:
Modifies the upslope component of rate of 
spreadg ( , ) p

BSBw RR  )( ws asa
BSBw RR  ),(

Back-transform the 
di t t i R S Apply the slope correction

Transform coordinates so 
th t ’ ki i tcoordinates to give RoS

in terms of cardinal axes
Apply the slope correction 

factor to the upslope 
component of the wind-
induced rate of spread 

vector

that we’re working in terms 
of the terrain following 

coordinates



A general framework for combining the effects 
f
Additive scalar methods are of the form:

of wind and slope…
Additive scalar methods are of the form:

   0,,,1),( RwR awswss  w

When we consider how to extend an additive scalar expression to a 
vector method there appears to be at least two ways to proceed:vector method, there appears to be at least two ways to proceed:

We already discussed replacing the scalar       with the norm of a vector wsy p g
like        :

ws
wsU

 wss RwR U 1),( 0

and direction given by the direction of        , or..... wsU



A general framework for combining the effects 
f
Assign a direction to the base rate of spread and “vectorize” the

of wind and slope…
RAssign a direction to the base rate of spread      and vectorize  the 

entire factor that multiplies the base rate of spread:

 ˆ)( Rw UnR 

0R

  0),( Rw wss UnR 

Unit normal vector to Wind slope effectUnit normal vector to 
the fire perimeter

Wind-slope effect 
vector



Counter-examplesCounter examples
The under-pinning assumption of the existence of quasi-steady spread 

regime may not in fact be valid.regime may not in fact be valid.

Instances of so-called eruptive fire spread seem to confirm this. In 
these instances fires can accelerate under conditions of constant 
slope, weather and fuel.

We did some simple experiments that demonstrated some more 
complex fire behaviour.

Indeed, slope appears to act as a bifurcation parameter in some 
instances.



Counter-examplesCounter examples

V-shaped canyon inclined at 30° V-shaped canyon inclined at 40°



Counter-examplesCounter examples

V-shaped canyon inclined at 30° V-shaped canyon inclined at 40°



Future directions – Geometric attachment

King’s Cross “Trench effect” α ≈ 26°
Scale independent

How does the attachment phenomenonHow does the attachment phenomenon 
change as the geometry is continuously 
deformed through intermediate 
configurations???configurations???

Attachment in canyons ??

30° < α < 40° ??  Scale dependence??
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